[Functional flowmetry in determining the indications for reconstructive surgical interventions on the major arteries of the pelvis and lower limbs].
The work was based on the findings of the examination and surgical management of 69 patients with obliterating atherosclerosis of the lower limbs with various degree of chronic arterial insufficiency. The authors analyzed the main causes promoting development of early reocclusion of the bypasses and prostheses following reconstructive surgical operations. They also proved the role of high peripheral vascular resistance and, in particular, diminished functional possibilities of the microcirculatory-bed vessels in the genesis of early reocclusions in patients with chronic arterial insufficiency of the lower limbs. They also suggested a new technique of determining the carrying capacity of the microcirculatory channel, the use of which in the preoperative period makes it possible to predict development of early thrombotic complications, and in some cases to wisely abstain from carrying out a reconstructive vascular intervention due to high risk of its poor outcomes. It is preferable for such patients to undergo conservative pathogenetic preoperative therapy aimed at improving the functional possibilities of the microcirculatory vessels.